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QUESTION 1

An organization has an HTTPS-enabled Mule application named Orders API that receives requests from another Mule
application named Process Orders. 

The communication between these two Mule applications must be secured by TLS mutual authentication (two-way
TLS). 

At a minimum, what must be stored in each truststore and keystore of these two Mule applications to properly support
two-way TLS between the two Mule applications while properly protecting each Mule application\\'s keys? 

A. Orders API truststore: The Orders API public key Process Orders keystore: The Process Orders private key and
public key 

B. Orders API truststore: The Orders API private key and public key Process Orders keystore: The Process Orders
private key public key 

C. Orders API truststore: The Process Orders public key Orders API keystore: The Orders API private key and public
key Process Orders truststore: The Orders API public key Process Orders keystore: The Process Orders private key
and public key 

D. Orders API truststore: The Process Orders public key Orders API keystore: The Orders API private key Process
Orders truststore: The Orders API public key Process Orders keystore: The Process Orders private key 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.caeliusconsulting.com/blogs/one-way-and-two-way-tls-and-their- implementation-in-mulesoft/ 

 

QUESTION 2

What API policy would LEAST likely be applied to a Process API? 

A. Custom circuit breaker 

B. Client ID enforcement 

C. Rate limiting 

D. JSON threat protection 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: Key to this question lies in the fact that Process API are not meant to be accessed directly by clients. Lets
analyze options one by one. Client ID enforcement : This is applied at process API level generally to ensure that identity
of API clients is always known and available for API-based analytics Rate Limiting : This policy is applied on Process
Level API to secure API\\'s against degradation of service that can happen in case load received is more than it can
handle Custom circuit breaker : This is also quite useful feature on process level API\\'s as it saves the API client the
wasted time and effort of invoking a failing API. JSON threat protection : This policy is not required at Process API and
rather implemented as Experience API\\'s. This policy is used to safeguard application from malicious attacks by
injecting malicious code in JSON object. As ideally Process API\\'s are never called from external world , this policy is
never used on Process API\\'s Hence correct answer is JSON threat protection MuleSoft Documentation Reference :
https://docs.mulesoft.com/api-manager/2.x/policy-mule3-json-threat 
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QUESTION 3

A company wants its users to log in to Anypoint Platform using the company\\'s own internal user credentials. To
achieve this, the company needs to integrate an external identity provider (IdP) with the company\\'s Anypoint Platform
master organization, but SAML 2.0 CANNOT be used. Besides SAML 2.0, what single-sign-on standard can the
company use to integrate the IdP with their Anypoint Platform master organization? 

A. SAML 1.0 

B. OAuth 2.0 

C. Basic Authentication 

D. OpenID Connect 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: 

As the Anypoint Platform organization administrator, you can configure identity management in Anypoint Platform to set
up users for single sign-on (SSO). Configure identity management using one of the following single sign-on standards: 

1) OpenID Connect: End user identity verification by an authorization server including SSO 

2) SAML 2.0: Web-based authorization including cross-domain SSO 

 

QUESTION 4

A Mule application is running on a customer-hosted Mule runtime in an organization\\'s network. The Mule application
acts as a producer of asynchronous Mule events. Each Mule event must be broadcast to all interested external
consumers 

outside the Mule application. The Mule events should be published in a way that is guaranteed in normal situations and
also minimizes duplicate delivery in less frequent failure scenarios. 

The organizational firewall is configured to only allow outbound traffic on ports 80 and 443. Some external event
consumers are within the organizational network, while others are located outside the firewall. 

What Anypoint Platform service is most idiomatic (used for its intended purpose) for publishing these Mule events to all
external consumers while addressing the desired reliability goals? 

A. CloudHub VM queues 

B. Anypoint MQ 

C. Anypoint Exchange 

D. CloudHub Shared Load Balancer 

Correct Answer: B 

Set the Anypoint MQ connector operation to publish or consume messages, or to accept (ACK) or not accept (NACK) a
message. Reference: https://docs.mulesoft.com/mq/ 
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QUESTION 5

As a part of project requirement, client will send a stream of data to mule application. Payload size can vary between
10mb to 5GB. Mule application is required to transform the data and send across multiple sftp servers. Due to the cost
cuttings in the organization, mule application can only be allocated one worker with size of 0.2 vCore. 

As an integration architect , which streaming strategy you would suggest to handle this scenario? 

A. In-memory non repeatable stream 

B. File based non-repeatable stream 

C. In-memory repeatable stream 

D. File based repeatable storage 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: 

As the question says that data needs to be sent across multiple sftp serves , we cannot use non-repeatable streams.
The non-repeatable strategy disables repeatable streams, which enables you to read an input stream only once. 

You cant use in memory storage because with 0.2 vcore you will get only 1 GB of heap memory. Hence application will
error out for file more than 1 GB. 

Hence the correct option is file base repeatable stream 

 

QUESTION 6

According to MuleSoft, what is a major distinguishing characteristic of an application network in relation to the
integration of systems, data, and devices? 

A. It uses a well-organized monolithic approach with standards 

B. It is built for change and self-service 

C. It leverages well-accepted internet standards like HTTP and JSON 

D. It uses CI/CD automation for real-time project delivery 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

A DevOps team has adequate observability of individual system behavior and performance, but it struggles to track the
entire lifecycle of each request across different microservices. 

Which additional observability approach should this team consider adopting? 

A. Analytics 
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B. Metrics 

C. Tracing 

D. Data mining 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

An ABC Farms project team is planning to build a new API that is required to work with data from different domains
across the organization. 

The organization has a policy that all project teams should leverage existing investments by reusing existing APIs and
related resources and documentation that other project teams have already developed and deployed. 

To support reuse, where on Anypoint Platform should the project team go to discover and read existing APIs, discover
related resources and documentation, and interact with mocked versions of those APIs? 

A. Design Center 

B. API Manager 

C. Runtime Manager 

D. Anypoint Exchange 

Correct Answer: D 

The mocking service is a feature of Anypoint Platform and runs continuously. You can run the mocking service from the
text editor, the visual editor, and from Anypoint Exchange. You can simulate calls to the API in API Designer before
publishing the API specification to Exchange or in Exchange after publishing the API specification. 

Reference: https://docs.mulesoft.com/design-center/design-mocking-service 

 

QUESTION 9

An automation engineer needs to write scripts to automate the steps of the API lifecycle, including steps to create,
publish, deploy and manage APIs and their implementations in Anypoint Platform. What Anypoint Platform feature can
be used to automate the execution of all these actions in scripts in the easiest way without needing to directly invoke the
Anypoint Platform REST APIs? 

A. Automated Policies in API Manager 

B. Runtime Manager agent 

C. The Mule Maven Plugin 

D. Anypoint CLI 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: 
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Anypoint Platform provides a scripting and command-line tool for both Anypoint Platform and Anypoint Platform Private
Cloud Edition (Anypoint Platform PCE). The command-line interface (CLI) supports both the interactive shell and
standard 

CLI modes and works with: 

Anypoint Exchange Access management Anypoint Runtime Manager 

 

QUESTION 10

Which role is primarily responsible for building API implementation as part of a typical MuleSoft integration project? 

A. API Developer 

B. API Designer 

C. Integration Architect 

D. Operations 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

A company is modernizing its legal systems lo accelerate access lo applications and data while supporting the adoption
of new technologies. The key to achieving this business goal is unlocking the companies\\' key systems and dala
including microservices miming under Docker and kubernetes containers using apis. 

Considering the current aggressive backlog and project delivery requirements the company wants to take a strategic
approach in the first phase of its transformation projects by quickly deploying API\\'s in mule runtime that are able lo
scale, connect to on premises systems and migrate as needed. 

Which runtime deployment option supports company\\'s goals? 

A. Customer hosted self provisioned runtimes 

B. Cloudhub runtimes 

C. Runtime fabric on self managed Kubernetes 

D. Runtime fabric on Vmware metal 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

Anypoint Exchange is required to maintain the source code of some of the assets committed to it, such as Connectors,
Templates, and API specifications. 

What is the best way to use an organization\\'s source-code management (SCM) system in this context? 
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A. Organizations should continue to use an SCM system of their choice, in addition to keeping source code for these
asset types in Anypoint Exchange, thereby enabling parallel development, branching, and merging 

B. Organizations need to use Anypoint Exchange as the main SCM system to centralize versioning and avoid code
duplication 

C. Organizations can continue to use an SCM system of their choice for branching and merging, as long as they follow
the branching and merging strategy enforced by Anypoint Exchange 

D. Organizations need to point Anypoint Exchange to their SCM system so Anypoint Exchange can pull source code
when requested by developers and provide it to Anypoint Studio 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: 

*

 Organization should continue to use SCM system of their choice, in addition to keeping source code for these asset
types in Anypoint Exchange, thereby enabling parallel development, branching. 

*

 Reason is that Anypoint exchange is not full fledged version repositories like GitHub. 

*

 But at same time it is tightly coupled with Mule assets 

 

QUESTION 13

A global organization operates datacenters in many countries. There are private network links between these
datacenters because all business data (but NOT metadata) must be exchanged over these private network
connections. 

The organization does not currently use AWS in any way. 

The strategic decision has Just been made to rigorously minimize IT operations effort and investment going forward. 

What combination of deployment options of the Anypoint Platform control plane and runtime plane(s) best serves this
organization at the start of this strategic journey? 

A. MuleSoft-hosted Anypoint Platform control plane CloudHub Shared Worker Cloud in multiple AWS regions 

B. Anypoint Platform - Private Cloud Edition Customer-hosted runtime plane in each datacenter 

C. MuleSoft-hosted Anypoint Platform control plane Customer-hosted runtime plane in multiple AWS regions 

D. MuleSoft-hosted Anypoint Platform control plane Customer-hosted runtime plane in each datacenter 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: 

Correct answer is MuleSoft-hosted Anypoint Platform control plane Customer-hosted runtime plane in each datacenter
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There are two things to note about the question which can help us figure out correct answer.. * Business data must be 

exchanged over these private network connections which means we can not use MuleSoft provided Cloudhub option.
So we are left with either customer hosted runtime in external cloud provider or customer hosted runtime in their own 

premises. As customer does not use AWS at the moment. Hence that don\\'t have the immediate option of using
Customer-hosted runtime plane in multiple AWS regions. hence the most suitable option for runtime plane is Customer-
hosted 

runtime plane in each datacenter * Metadata has no limitation to reside in organization premises. Hence for control
plane MuleSoft hosted Anypoint platform can be used as a strategic solution. 

Hybrid is the best choice to start. Mule hosted Control plane and Customer hosted Runtime to start with.Once they
mature in cloud migration, everything can be in Mule hosted. 

 

QUESTION 14

An organization is designing a Mule application to periodically poll an SFTP location for new files containing sales order
records and then process those sales orders. Each sales order must be processed exactly once. 

To support this requirement, the Mule application must identify and filter duplicate sales orders on the basis of a unique
ID contained in each sales order record and then only send the new sales orders to the downstream system. 

What is the most idiomatic (used for its intended purpose) Anypoint connector, validator, or scope that can be
configured in the Mule application to filter duplicate sales orders on the basis of the unique ID field contained in each
sales order record? 

A. Configure a Cache scope to filter and store each record from the received file by the order ID 

B. Configure a Database connector to filter and store each record by the order ID 

C. Configure an Idempotent Message Validator component to filter each record by the order ID 

D. Configure a watermark In an On New or Updated File event source to filter unique records by the order ID 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.mulesoft.com/mule-runtime/3.9/idempotent-filter 

 

QUESTION 15

According to MuleSoft, which major benefit does a Center for Enablement (C4E) provide for an enterprise and its lines
of business? 

A. Enabling Edge security between the lines of business and public devices 

B. Centralizing project management across the lines of business 

C. Centrally managing return on investment (ROI) reporting from lines of business to leadership 

D. Accelerating self-service by the lines of business 

Correct Answer: B 
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